HOPE
The Future is Female
AMURT Italia is a Non-Profit association, legally set up in 1985.

The association operates in socio-environmental fields to improve the quality of living for the entire community, and in particular for the weaker groups. Amurt builds and administers schools, orphanages, hospitals, promotes projects for collecting-purifying and distributing drinkable water as well as projects for agricultural development; the association is active in emergency operations and reconstruction in the aftermath of natural or man-made disasters.

The association can count on trustworthy long-term staff for its operations on the field: this ensures safe management of funds and constant control on work in progress.

AMURT collaborates with Amurt Global Network, an international network whose offices are located in many countries worldwide, and with AMURTEL, the branch dealing with welfare of women and of children.

518 Projects were initiated in 1985 in Africa, Asia and South America.
This project

This project involves publishing a book devoted to Women, to the key role they play in society and the hope they hold for a better future in many countries worldwide. Starting with the individual, first-hand experiences of AMURT Volunteers, the publication aims at highlighting, through images and captions, the special sensitivity and reliability Women ensure even in the most extreme situations. From the refugee camps in Haiti to the villages where people are dying of thirst in Ghana, hope is in the hands of Women: they are the protagonists of humanitarian projects implemented by AMURT Italia and AMURTEL (the AMURT section devoted to women and children).

The texts in this publication were written by Liliana Rabboni (volunteer working for AMURT Italia, www.amurt.it) and the photos were taken by the photo-reporter Erberto Zani (www.erbertozani.com).

Objectives

This publication aims at highlighting the work performed over the years by the Non-Profit association AMURT Italia in issues of solidarity, human rights, long-distance support, as well as raising public awareness about the role women play and the hope they embody for greater equality and civil rights.

Sponsors

Sponsors can count on:

- Advertising space in the publication
- A number of books according to the amount invested to be given as a complimentary gift or as a Christmas present
- The publication testifies to the company’s ethical engagement in its support for and collaboration with a local volunteer association
Features of the publication:

- Colour photos
- Texts in Italian and English
- Open layout 44x22 cm, closed layout 22x22 cm
- Four-colour glossy cover 350 g
- 64 pages in glossy pages 200 g
- Four-colour internal pages
- Plasticized cover with opaque film
- Cloth-bound Paperback
- Shrink-wrapped Parcels

Prices:
1 copy 10 €
from 2 to 50 copies 8 € each
more than 50 copies 7 € each

The sponsor can put his logo in the reserved page

The income of the book is for Kiembeni women (Mombasa, Kenya) for AIDS program and children’s home (www.amurt.net)

For further information: info@amurt.it
Contacts:

www.amurt.it

infoamurt.it

Head Office: via A: da Brescia, 2 – 43125 Parma

Tel. 338 2706837 (Giacomo)

Tax Code: 92098920348